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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new, efficient implementation of a fully polarizable

QM/MM/Continuum model based on an induced-dipoles polarizable force field and on

the Conductor-like Screening Model as a polarizable continuum in combination with

a self-consistent field QM method. The paper focuses on the implementation of the

MM/Continuum embedding, where the two polarizable methods are fully coupled to

take into account their mutual polarization. With respect to previous implementations,

we achieve for the first time a linear scaling with respect to both the computational

cost and the memory requirements without limitations on the molecular cavity shape.

This is achieved thanks to the use of the recently developed ddCOSMO model for the

continuum and the Fast Multipole Method for the force field, together with an efficient

iterative procedure. Therefore, it becomes possible to include in the classical layer as

much as several tens of thousands of atoms with a limited computational effort.

1 Introduction

In the last decades, multiscale strategies have been the object of a wide and fruitful develop-

ment.1–10 Such methodologies, including QM/MM methods and QM/Continuum methods,

allow to account for the presence of a chemical environment in the description of a molecular

system at an affordable computational price, increasing both the possibilities of molecular

modeling and the manifold of treatable systems. Continuum models8,11–13 have originally

been developed as solvation models, but can now be used to describe a large and diverse num-

ber of environments, ranging from the description of membranes to metal nanoparticles.8,14–17

These models introduce the effect of the environment by surrounding the molecule with a

uniform, infinite, polarizable dielectric: polarization is mutual, in the sense that the field

created by the solute polarizes the continuum, which in turn creates an electric field, usu-

ally referred to as reaction field, that polarizes the solute. Continuum models are therefore

capable of dealing with the long-range solute-solvent electrostatic interactions accurately;
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however, while they are able to describe the average solvent effect, they fail in reproducing

the directional solute-solvent interactions, including, for instance, hydrogen bonding. When

specific interactions are relevant, or when the environment is strongly inhomogeneous, as it

is the case for biological environments, QM/MM models are more suitable.

In the classical formulation of such models, the MM system is described by employing a

set of fixed point charges, and the QM/Classical interaction is that between the quantum-

mechanical electronic density and such charges. While QM/MM models can be very effective

in including short range interactions, a major shortcoming arises when long range interactions

are considered, particularly for large systems extending tens of Ångströms away from the

QM system. This is due to the fact that, in order to capture the dynamic effect of the

environment, various configurations must be sampled and the QM/MM computation must

be repeated for each. This can be computationally very demanding and limits in practice

the application of QM/MM models. A possible solution18–28 would be to combine QM/MM

and QM/Continuum models, and employ the former in the description of a not-too-large

short-range region around the QM core, and the latter to include long-range effects, limiting

therefore the size of the configuration space that has to be sampled.

However, the use of fixed point charges to describe the MM system implies that, while

the QM density is polarized by the MM electric field, the opposite is not true. This is a seri-

ous limitation, as it has been shown that the explicit response contribution arising from the

environment polarization can be crucial, particularly when charged or very polar systems

are studied, or when electron excitation processes are considered.29–36 For this reason, in

the last decade various polarizable QM/MM models have been developed, based on induced

dipoles,37–42 fluctuating charges21,35,36,43,44 or Drude’s oscillators,33,45 to explicitly include

polarization effects in the MM force field: such models can be successfully used to describe

environmental effects on a large manifold of molecular properties, including electric, mag-

netic, mixed and vibrational ones. Polarizable QM/MM models are more expensive than

their non-polarizable counterparts as they require one to solve a set of linear equations for
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each value of the electronic density (and therefore, for instance, at each SCF cycle). Since the

computational complexity depends on the number of polarizable MM atoms, a way to limit

it would be to reduce the number of atoms, by only selecting a not too large polarizable layer

around the QM subsystem. However, this is rarely an acceptable solution, as recent studies

have shown that the effect of environment polarization actually extends for longer ranges

than previously believed, up to 20 Å in some cases, particularly when studying electronic

excitations, and especially in ordered, possibly charged environments, such as proteins.46

In the last few years, various fully polarizable QM/MM/Continuum approaches have been

proposed and implemented,33,35–37,43,47,48 where on top of employing a polarizable discrete

model, one also includes a further external polarizable continuum layer, coupled to the

former. For what concerns the description of complex environments, this solution takes

advantage of the strengths of each method, as it exploits the polarizable discrete model

at short range and the continuum one for long range polarization. However, the resulting

coupled linear systems become easily non treatable with standard linear algebra methods

even for small systems, making the use of iterative techniques mandatory.48,49 For large

systems, the continuum solvation part alone can become extremely expensive when standard

implementations are used, making the overall computation, which, we remark, has to be

repeated for a large number of times due to statistical sampling issues, unfeasible.

Recently, we have introduced a completely new implementation50–53 of the Conductor-

like Screening Model13,54 (COSMO) which is suitable to treat large and very large systems,

as its computational cost and memory requirements vary linearly with respect to the size of

the solute. The global procedure is extremely efficient, being hundreds or thousands of times

faster than previous implementations52 and providing smooth potential energy surfaces. This

new implementation, which is based on Schwarz’s domain decomposition and that we call

ddCOSMO, has been recently coupled to dipole-based polarizable force fields in the context

of molecular dynamics simulations55 and has proven to be fast enough to be used for molec-

ular dynamics simulation on small proteins (up to 1000 atoms). Such an implementation,
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however, relies on the existing, quadratic-scaling code for the polarization equations49 and

introduces further quadratic steps to compute the coupling terms between the continuum

and the force field. This limits the size of treatable systems, as these quadratic-scaling terms

dominate the overall computation for large enough systems.

This paper is devoted to overcoming these limitations: we present here a fully polarizable

MM/Continuum embedding scheme, which has been coupled to self-consistent field based

QM methods, which shows linear scaling properties both in the computational cost and in

memory requirements. Such a scheme is based on ddCOSMO for the continuum and on

the use of the Fast Multipole Method56 (FMM) for both the polarizable force field and for

the couplings. The FMM parameters have been optimized for the various computations in

order to achieve an optimal compromise between accuracy and efficiency and an efficient

iterative procedure has been set up. The scheme is based on the MMPol model proposed

by Mennucci’s group for the force field polarization,37 but the results presented here can,

in principle, be extended to other models. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

linear scaling implementation of a polarizable MM/Continuum embedding scheme with a

molecular shaped cavity. This allows to overcome many limitations on size and complexity

that affected previous applications, and to explore processes in potentially very large systems

previously non treatable at this level of theory. Given these assumptions, and considering

the ability of fully polarizable models to accurately describe complex environments, both at

short and long distances, the most natural applications seem to be those involving excited

state processes in large biological systems, such as proteins.

We remark that this paper focuses on the classical, polarizable MM/Continuum embed-

ding of a QM core in a multiscale computation and on how to make the classical part efficient

and achieve linear scaling in computational cost with respect to its size. We will not deal here

with the QM computation nor with the coupling between QM methods, polarizable force

fields and polarizable continuum models, which have already been extensively discussed in

the literature. In particular, for ddCOSMO, an exhaustive presentation of the various quan-
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tities that one needs to compute in order to couple it with a QM method has recently been

published by some of us53

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recap briefly the ddCOSMO method

and the MMpol model; in section 3, we discuss the implementation and in particular the use

of the FMM for our model; in section 4, we discuss in terms of accuracy and efficiency the

effect of varying the FMM parameters and we determine an optimal set thereof; in section

5, we report some numerical tests on the global scaling of the method followed by some

conclusions and perspectives in section 6.

2 Theory

In this section, we will briefly recapitulate the ddCOSMO and MMPol equations and derive

the coupling. We will focus, in particular, on the coupling between the induced dipoles and

the continuum.

2.1 Domain decomposition for COSMO

The domain decomposition strategy50 we developed for the Conductor-like Screening Model13

is based on an integral equation reformulation of Schwarz’s alternating method applied to

the COSMO cavity, which, in this paper, is a Van der Waals cavity, where for each atom a

sphere is introduced. Therefore, the Van der Waals cavity is decomposed into elementary

subdomains (or shapes) which, of course, consist of spheres. The resulting equations are a

set of block-sparse linear equations of the following form:


L11 . . . L1M

...
. . .

...

LM1 . . . LMM




X1

...

XM

 =


g1
...

gM

 . (1)
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The matrix L is composed by M2 blocks, where M is the number of spheres (which cor-

responds to the number of atoms for a Van der Waals cavity). Each block is of dimension

(N + 1)2, where N is the maximum angular momentum used for the spherical harmonics

expansion of the local problems. The blocks are defined as specified in the following.51 The

diagonal blocks Ljj are themselves diagonal:

[Ljj]
mm′

ll′ =
4πrj

2l + 1
δll′δmm′ , (2)

where rj is the radius of the j-th sphere. The off-diagonal blocks Ljk are nonzero if and only

if the spheres placed on thee j-th and k-th atoms intersect; their expression is

[Ljk]
mm′

ll′ = −
Ng∑
n=1

wnY
m
l (yn)W jk

n

4πrk
2l′ + 1

(tjkn )l
′
Y m′

l′ (sjkn ). (3)

In eq. 3, the set {yn, wn}Ng

n=1 is composed by the Ng points and weights of a Lebedev grid,

W jk
n is a function, evaluated at the n-th Lebedev point, which determines whether the spheres

j and k intersect or not and vjkn = tjkn sjkn is a vector pointing from the center of sphere j

to the point yn on the k-th sphere, normalized by the radius of the k-th sphere. All the

details and a complete derivation can be found in ref. 50. The sparsity of the ddCOSMO

matrix is what determines the scaling properties of the algorithm. We solve the linear system

using Jacobi iterations and Pulay’s Direct Inversion in the Iterative Subspace51 to accelerate

convergence; at each iteration, a matrix-vector product has to be computed: as the matrix

is (very) sparse, only O(M) floating point operations are needed. The right-hand side to

eq. 1 is defined as follows:

[gj]
m
l =

∑
n

wnY
m
l (yn)U j

nΦj
n, (4)

where U j
n = 1 −

∑
k∈Nj

W jk
n , Nj is the list of spheres that intersect the j-th sphere and Φj

n

is the solute’s potential at yn on sphere Ωj.
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2.2 The MMPol model and its coupling with ddCOSMO

The MMPol family of models describes the electrostatics of a molecular system by endowing

each atom of a point charge and either each atom or a group of atoms of an atomic polariz-

ability. In order to simplify the notation, we will assume that every MM atom is polarizable;

a generalization to a mixed treatment is of course straightforward. In the MMPol family,

there are various different models which differ in how the close-neighbors and polarization

interactions are treated. In this paper, we will focus on one of these models, the one devel-

oped by Wang and coworkers. A complete description of the other models can be found in

references 57, 58. The charge-charge interaction is the classical Coulomb interaction of a

set of point charges, which can be modified by removing or scaling the interactions between

1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 neighbors, according to the following expression:

Eqq =
1

2

Nc∑
i=1

Nc∑
j 6=i

sqqij
qiqj
|ri − rj|

, (5)

where Nc is the number of MM atoms. The factors sqqij account for the scaling/removal of

close neighbors interactions; for the model here considered they are equal to zero for 1-2

and 1-3 neighbors and to one for every other couple. The induced dipoles are determined by

minimizing the following energy function:49

E [µ] =
1

2
µ†Tµ− E†µ. (6)

In eq. 6, µ is a 3Nc dimensional vector collecting the Nc induced dipoles, E a 3Nc dimensional

vector collecting the electric field produced by the permanent charges at the MM atoms;

again, depending on the specific polarization model, the charge-dipole interactions between 1-

2, 1-3 and 1-4 neighbors can be either screened or excluded, so the field at the i-th polarizable

site will be, in general,

Ei =
Nc∑
j 6=i

sqdij qj
ri − rj
|ri − rj|3

, (7)
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where the sqdij scaling factors depend on the model. For the MMPol model, the sqdij factors are

equal to zero for 1-2 and 1-3 neighbors and to one for every other couple. Finally, the matrix

T describes the interaction between the induced dipoles. Such interaction is the Coulomb

interaction, which can be screened, damped or both depending on the specific model in order

to avoid the possibility of a polarization catastrophe. In any case, the T matrix is symmetric,

positive definite and is made by Nc × Nc blocks Tij, each one of which is a 3-dimensional

rank 2 tensor.49 The off-diagonal blocks describe the interaction between the two dipoles

µi,µj, i 6= j, while the diagonal ones are the inverse polarizability tensors α associated with

the various polarization sites:

T =



α−11 T12 T13 . . . T1M

T21 α−12 T23 . . . T2M

T31 T32
. . .

...
...

...

TM1 TM2 . . . α−1M


, (8)

where

Tij = −sddij
1

r3ij
λ3(uij)13 + sddij

3

r5ij


x2 xy xz

yx y2 yz

zx zy z2

λ5(uij). (9)

In eq. 9, λ3 and λ5 are damping functions which depend on uij = rij/[a(〈αi〉〈αj〉)1/6], where

a is a parameter and 〈αi〉 = 1/3 tr αi, and whose expression depends on the model.57–60 For

the original Applequist model,61 both of these functions are equal to one; for Wang’s model

they are defined as follows:

λ3(u) =


1 u ≥ 1

4u3 − 3u4 u < 1;

λ5(u) =


1 u ≥ 1

u4 u < 1.

(10)
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Again, the sddij factors account for the exclusion or scaling of close-neighbors interactions

between dipoles; for the MMPol model they are equal to zero for 1-2 and 1-3 neighbors and

one for every other couple. The minimizer µ of eq. 6 satisfies the following linear system:

Tµ = E, (11)

which can be solved with standard linear algebra techniques, and in particular, more effi-

ciently, with iterative procedures. We will discuss extensively this possibility in section 3.

The coupling between the MMPol polarizable force field and ddCOSMO is easily achieved

by minimizing the total polarization energy G with respect to the dipoles21,62,63

G =
1

2
µ†Tµ− E†µ +

1

2
f(ε)〈Ψ, X〉, (12)

where we will have Ψ = Ψ0 + Ψ(µ) and X = L−1g = L−1(g0 + g(µ)) and where we have

separated the contributions of the static charges (g0 and Ψ0) from the ones due to the

induced dipoles (g(µ) and Ψ(µ)). Through some trivial but cumbersome algebra, one gets

the coupled polarization equations


T 1

2
f(ε)A 1

2
f(ε)B

−B∗ L 0

−A∗ 0 L∗




µ

X

S

 =


E0

g0

Ψ0

 , (13)

where the matrices A and B are defined as follows:

[(AX)j] =
4π

3
[Xj]

m
1 , [(A∗µ)j]

m
l = [Ψ(µ)]ml =

4π

3
[µj]

m
l , (14)

(BS)j =
Nc∑
k=1

∑
lm

Ng∑
n=1

wnY
m
l (yn)Uk

n [Sk]
m
l

vkjn

|vkjn |3
, (15)
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[(B∗µ)j]
m
l = [gj(µ)]ml =

∑
k

∑
n

wnY
m
l (yn)U j

n

vjkn · µk

|vjkn |3
. (16)

In eq. 13, we have introduced the COSMO scaling function f(ε) = (ε− 1)/ε, which is used

to account for the dielectric nature of solvents, and the ddCOSMO adjoint equation

L∗S = Ψ,

where Ψ is a linear function of the solute’s density defined in such a way that the ddCOSMO

solvation energy reads

Es =
1

2
f(ε)

M∑
j=1

∑
lm

[Xj]
m
l [Ψj]

m
l .

For the MMpol model, Ψ is the sum of a part due to the point charges

[Ψ0,j]
m
l =
√

4πqjδl0δm0

and a part due to the induced dipoles, as in eq. 14. Notice that we use the real, spherical

representation of the induced dipoles in equation 14. The matrix A is composed by diagonal

blocks and the associated matrix-vector products are straightforward to compute; on the

contrary, the matrix B is dense: the matrix-vector products in equations 15 and 16 can

be seen, mutatis mutandis, as the computation of the electric field due to a distribution of

charge or of the electrostatic potential due to a distribution of point dipoles, respectively.

We will detail these aspects in section 3. As already mentioned in the introduction, we will

not discuss here the coupling of the MMPol and ddCOSMO models with a QM method, as

it would be far beyond the aim of this paper; furthermore, the coupling between polarizable

models and QM ones has already been extensively discussed elsewhere.21,63 Let us, however,

just sketch the steps needed to couple our model to a self-consistent field QM model.

The QM core bares a density of charge which interacts with the polarizable embedding

and, in turn, is polarized by the classical part. QM/Classical interaction is introduced by
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adding to the right-hand sides of the coupled equations 13 the corresponding QM quantities

- i.e., the QM electric field EQM at the polarizable sites, the QM potential gQM , scaled and

transformed in the spherical harmonics representation as in eq. 4 and the corresponding QM

Ψ vector, ΨQM , which is computed via a numerical integration procedure (see ref. 53 for a

complete derivation and discussion). The aforementioned QM quantities are then added to

their classical counterparts to form the right-hand side of the coupled polarization equations.

Once these equations have been solved, the Classical/QM interaction is introduced through

a contribution to the Fock matrix, which is the derivative of the polarization energy with

respect to the density matrix. We will assume in the following that such quantities can be

assembled efficiently and that they do not represent a bottleneck for the overall computation.

3 Linear scaling implementation of the classical part

In this section, we will discuss how to achieve linear scaling in the computational cost for the

coupled MM/ddCOSMO problem. ddCOSMO itself already scales linearly: we will therefore

focus here on the polarizable force field and on the coupling terms.

3.1 Linear scaling for the polarizable force field

The MMPol energy is the sum of a (static) charge-charge term plus a polarization term,

which requires one to solve for the induced dipoles in order to be computed. In order to

solve the polarization equations for the MMpol model, one needs to assemble the electric

field produced by the MM charges at the polarizable sites, as in eq. 7, and to solve the

linear system in equation 11. This can be conveniently done with an iterative technique:

in a recent publication by some of us, two effective strategies have been explored, namely

the preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method (PCG) and the combination of Jacobi Iter-

ations with the DIIS extrapolation. Both techniques require to compute Tµ matrix-vector

products: such products can be viewed, mutatis mutandis, as the electric field produced by
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the induced dipoles at the polarization sites. In this section, we will discuss how to compute

both the electric field and the matrix-vector products using the FMM,56 with a computa-

tional cost that scales linearly with respect to the size of the system. We therefore combine

two efficient techniques: a fast converging iterative scheme and a fast matrix-vector multi-

plication method. There are two main difficulties: first, standard FMM libraries usually can

only handle point charges, and not dipoles, and second, the interaction between the closest

neighbors is screened and damped in the MMPol model, as can be seen from eqs. 5, 7 and

9.

The first point can be solved by using the FMM machinery itself.56 Without entering in

the technicalities 1, in a FMM computation the system is boxified and, at the finest level, a

multipolar expansion is computed for each box using the charges inside the box itself. Then,

the expansions at the coarser levels are obtained by translating the expansions of the child

of a box to the center of the parent box. Let B denote the parent box and b its 8 children

and let (ρb, αb, βb) be the spherical coordinates of the center of b with respect to the center

of B: the multipolar expansion in B will be

[MB]ml =
8∑
b=1

l∑
λ=0

λ∑
µ=−λ

[Mb]
m−µ
l−λ A

mµ
lλ ρ

λ
bY

µ

λ(αb, βb), (17)

where Amµlλ is a numerical factor. When higher order multipoles than point charges are

considered, including the induced dipoles in the MMPol model or, for more complex force

fields, high order static multipoles, it is possible to set up a FMM computation by assembling

the multipolar expansions in each at the finest level by translating the atomic multipoles to

the center of the box using eq. 17 with a very limited computational cost.

The second point, i.e., dealing with non-Coulombic interactions between the closest neigh-

bors, is more complex. If a scaling that depending on the bond distance only is involved, as

in eqs. 5 and 7, it is possible to compute the pure Coulombic quantity and then subtract

1An excellent, clear and not-too-technical introduction to the FMM can be found in the notes by Beatson
and Greengard “A short course on fast multipole methods”64
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the unwanted interactions and add the scaled ones:

Ei =
∑
j 6=i

qj
ri − rj
|ri − rj|3

+
∑
j∈Ni

(sqdij − 1)qj
ri − rj
|ri − rj|3

, (18)

where Ni are the 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 neighbors of i. The first term in eq. 18 is the standard

electric field and can be computed using the FMM without any modification; the second

term, which only involves the 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 neighbors, is a local correction which can be

computed subsequently and the cost of which can be estimated with a small constant (for

standard organic molecules, roughly 40-50) times the number of atoms, i.e., something linear

in the size of the system. The same procedure can be used to compute the charge-charge

energy. When a distance dependent damping factor is applied in addition to the scaling

of the interactions with close neighbors, as in the Tµ matrix-vector products, it is more

convenient to adopt a mixed strategy. From eq. 10, one can see that there exists a limit

distance dl beyond which the damping factor is always equal to one. If one chooses a box

size s for the finest level such that dl < s/2, all the damped interactions will be treated

in the near field, i.e., with standard double loops: it is then possible to modify the near

field computation to include damping, with a very limited increase in computational cost

with respect to the standard FMM procedure and no scaling differences. To summarize, we

compute the Tµ matrix-vector product as follows:

(Tµ)i =
∑
j

(
µj

r3ij
λ3(uij) + 3

(µj · rij)rij
r5ij

λ5(uij)

)
+

∑
j∈Ni

(sddij − 1)

(
µj

r3ij
λ3(uij) + 3

(µj · rij)rij
r5ij

λ5(uij)

)
. (19)

Again, the first term in eq. 19 is the (damped) electric field produced by the induced dipoles,

which can be computed with the FMM provided that all the terms for which the damping

is non trivial are computed in the near field and that the library can handle dipoles; the

second term is a correction which only requires one a computational effort which is linear in
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the size of the system.

3.2 Linear scaling for the complete model

The complete model requires one to compute the solution to the coupled equations in eq. 13:

we will here detail how this can be done with linear scaling in the computational cost. First,

the right-hand side has to be assembled; again, we will not discuss the computation of the

potential, field and Ψ vector due to the QM portion: further details can be found in ref. 53.

The computation of the MM electric field has already been discussed; the FMM method can

be applied as it is to compute the ddCOSMO right-hand side contribution due to the MM

charges at the cavity, as one can compute the potential Φ with the FMM and then assemble

the right-hand side g according to equation 4.

The solution of the linear system is the demanding part, and an efficient procedure needs

to be set up. We have recently proposed55 a coupled iterative procedure for the specific

task, where an external iterative procedure is performed to solve for the dipoles and, at each

iteration, both the direct and adjoint ddCOSMO equations are fully solved to compute the

total field. In particular, once the right hand sides have been computed and a guess for the

dipoles assembled, the procedure for a generic iteration k can be summarized as follows:

1. Compute the total g[k] and Ψ[k] according to equations 16 and 14;

2. Solve the ddCOSMO direct and adjoint equations LX [k] = g[k] and L∗S[k] = Ψ[k];

3. Compute the ddCOSMO electric field according to equations 14 and 15 and assemble

the total field:

E[k] = E0 + AX [k] +BS[k];

4. Perform a Jacobi step on the dipoles:

µ̃i
[k+1] = αi(E

[k]
i −

∑
j 6=i

T ijµ
[k]
j );

15



5. Use DIIS to extrapolate the results and get the final µ[k+1];

6. Check convergence.

Note that there are three steps with quadratic scaling in a straightforward implementation.

The first one is the computation of the right-hand side, as in eq. 16, the second the computa-

tion of the ddCOSMO field, as in eq. 15 and the third the computation of a Tµ matrix-vector

product. The latter step has already been treated and is an intrinsic problem related to the

force-field model: it is possible to compute it with linear scaling in the computation cost as

obtained in section 3.1 by adapting the FMM procedure. We will focus here on the first two

points.

The dipoles contribution to the ddCOSMO right-hand side can be conveniently assembled

by computing the potential produced by the dipoles at the cavity

[Φµ]jn =
∑
k

vjkn · µk

|vjkn |3

and then weighting it and computing the numerical integral as in eq. 4. The computation of

the potential can be done with a dipole-compatible FMM procedure, as illustrated in section

3.1. The ddCOSMO field, and in particular, the contribution depending on the adjoint

variable S, can also be arranged in a suitable way for the use of the FMM machinery. We

recall here eq. 15:

(BS)j =
Nc∑
k=1

∑
lm

Ng∑
n=1

wnY
m
l (yn)Uk

n [Sk]
m
l

vkjn

|vkjn |3
.

By assembling

ξkn =
∑
lm

wnY
m
l (yn)Uk

n [Sk]
m
l ,

the quantity that we need to compute becomes

(BS)j =
∑
k=1

Ng∑
n=1

ξkn
vkjn

|vkjn |3
,
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which, in turn, corresponds to the electric field produced by the “charge” distribution ξ at

the nuclei and can therefore be computed with the FMM.

4 Calibration

There are two parameters regulating simultaneously the performances and accuracy of a

FMM computation: the limit box-size s, i.e., the smallest allowed box size for the finest

level of boxification, and the degree of the multipolar expansion `. We recall that the FMM

computes the electrostatic properties of the sources contained in a box at points that are

either in the box or in a close (touching neighbors) one - the so-called near field - by using a

standard double loop and at points in well separated boxes using the multipole machinery -

the so-called far field. In this section we will explore the regime for which the FMM becomes

competitive with a standard double loop computation and make some remarks about the

precision. There are two different cases that need to be separately analyzed, as they require

different setups: the computation of MM/MM interactions (i.e., the charge-charge, charge-

dipole and dipole-dipole interaction) and the computation of MM/cavity ones (charges or

dipoles potential at the cavity, ddCOSMO field at the atoms). The two cases are different as

the distribution of the sources/targets varies widely between the two cases: the grid points

on the cavity are much more dense, and much more abundant, than the atoms and while the

double loop scales as the number of atoms times the number of points, the FMM is linear

in the higher dimension. In order to provide two examples of these different behaviors, we

report the results of a set of test on the dipole-dipole interaction and on the potential of the

MM charges at the cavity. Starting from the structure of a large protein (photoswitchable

fluorescent protein Dronpa-C62S, PDB reference: 2GX2), we cut systems of increasing size

(from 2000 to 32000 atoms) for which we compute the aforementioned quantities varying

both the limit box-size s and the degree of the expansion `. In figure 1, we report the results

for the dipole-dipole interactions, with the computational time of the FMM computations
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compared to the double loop time for s varying from 8 to 24 Bohrs and ` varying from 4 to

10.

Figure 1: Elapsed time (s) as a function of the number of atoms for various FMM box sizes
and expansion degrees for the dipole-dipole interaction.
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The size of the FMM boxes at the finest level influences both the near field and the far

field computations. For larger boxes, many interactions will be accounted for in the near

field regime, and therefore with a double loop, while for smaller boxes the majority of the

interactions will be dealt with in the far field regime, but many more operations on the

multipolar distributions will be required. This behavior is evident from figure 1, as it is

possible to observe a weakly quadratic scaling for the largest box due to the large number

of particles treated in the near field, while the scaling is linear for smaller boxes and the

differences in cost are due to a higher or smaller number of far-field operations. From this
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analysis, a box sizes of 12.0 Bohrs appears as the optimal choice for every tested value of

angular momentum of the multipolar distributions. Notice that this choice is compatible

with the necessity of treating all the dipole-dipole interactions where the damping functions

and scaling factors are not one in the near field. The degree of the multipolar distributions is

responsible, given a box size, for the accuracy of the computation with respect to the exact,

double loop summation. In figure 2, we report the root-mean-square (RMS) error computed

as the RMS of the difference between the FMM and double loop fields as a function of the

number of atoms for s = 12 Bohrs. A multipolar expansion of degree as low as four already

produces acceptably accurate results; a safer choice of a degree of six can be used with very

good computational performances and increased accuracy.

Figure 2: RMS Error on the dipoles field (i.e., the Tµ product) as a function of the number
of atoms for various degrees of the multipolar expansion in the FMM computation, for a
given limit box-size of 12 Bohrs.
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In figure 3, we report the results for the potential of the MM charges at the ddCOSMO

cavity points. As already mentioned, this is a quite different configuration in terms of FMM

computations, as the points on the cavity are much denser and numerous than the atoms:

the use of a smaller box size will be necessary to achieve linear scaling and we can therefore
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expect an increased computational cost for the FMM computation. Figure 3 shows a

Figure 3: Elapsed time as a function of the number of atoms for various FMM box sizes and
expansion degrees for the MM charges potential at the ddCOSMO cavity.
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very different picture from the one seen with the dipole-dipole interactions: the double loop

remains advantageous even for quite large systems and is outpaced by the FMM starting

from 5000 atoms for the least accurate approximation. Notice how the FMM curves clearly

show that the linear scaling regime has been achieved; however, the crossing-point with the

quadratic scaling computation is reached for larger systems. Nevertheless, it is possible to

deduct that a box size of 4 Bohrs is optimal from the analysis reported. In figure 4, we report

the RMS error on the potential as a function of the number of atoms for various degrees

of expansion and for a given box size of 4 Bohrs. Again, the lowest value (4) is sufficient

to have an acceptable accuracy; a higher degree can be used to increase the accuracy. In
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Figure 4: RMS Error on the MM charges potential at the ddCOSMO cavity as a function of
the number of atoms for various degrees of the multipolar expansion in the FMM computation
for a given limit box-size of 4 Bohrs.
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conclusion, the FMM procedure is very effective for computing the various MM related

quantities, i.e., the charge-charge, charge-dipole and dipole-dipole interactions, while the

evaluation of the MM/Continuum interaction terms becomes competitive with a standard

double loop only for larger systems. This is not surprising, as the latter is a much more

difficult case for the FMM; nevertheless the use of the FMM machinery allows for a linear

scaling in computational cost with respect to the size of the system, making therefore large

and very large systems accessible.

5 Numerical results

The linear scaling procedure described in this article has been implemented in a local de-

velopment version of the Gaussian suite of programs,65 where both ddCOSMO and the

MMPol model had already been implemented. All the computation described here were

performed on a Dual Xeon X5690 (12 cores, 3.47GHz) cluster node equipped with 24GB

of 1,33GHz DDR3 RAM. For the FMM computations, we use the following parameters,
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which we determined in order to optimize the computational time obtaining while retaining

a good accuracy: ` = 8, s = 12Bohrs for the MM/MM interactions and ` = 6, s = 4Bohrs

for the MM/cavity ones. As a model system, we considered the same protein used for the

calibration (PDB reference 2G2X). Such a protein is composed by three units, each in turn

composed by four chains. We extracted from such a structure one monomer and proceeded

by adding one more monomer until the full protein was obtained, in order to get 12 test

systems of increasing size. We remark that such systems can be considered as ”real life”

examples, as they correspond to a real biological molecule which grows in a globular way -

it is therefore not a system tailored for the FMM to perform optimally. The size of the test

systems varied from 46 QM atoms and 3440 MM atoms for the smallest system up to 552 QM

atoms and 41157 MM atoms for the largest. For the QM portion, we used a semiempirical

Hamiltonian (in particular, the ZINDO Hamiltonian66); while we were not interested in an

accurate description of the system, as the main purpose of this paper is to test the scaling

and performances of our code, we point out that a DFT computation would have been also

feasible on a standard cluster node.

Table 1: Further details for the computations in figure 5. We denote by M the number
of MM atoms, by Time the elapsed time in seconds, by Levels the number of hierarchical
subdivisions of the space for the FMM computation and by Nit the number of iterations
required to converge the polarization equations.

M Time Levels Nit

3440 0.23 4 11
6895 0.55 5 11
10261 0.90 5 11
13636 1.24 5 11
17067 1.53 5 11
20543 1.87 5 11
24016 2.23 5 11
27426 2.62 5 11
30908 3.00 5 11
34353 3.34 5 11
37765 3.68 5 11
41157 4.01 5 11
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Figure 5: Elapsed time (in seconds) as a function of the system size for the solution of the
MMPol equations using the Jacobi/DIIS solver in conjunction with the FMM.
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We report in figure 5 the total elapsed time needed to solve the MMPol equations using

our Jacobi/DIIS iterative solver in conjunction with the FMM to compute the matrix-vector

products, as described in section 3. Convergence was achieved when the Root Mean Square of

the dipoles absolute increment was lower than 10−7 atomic units and its maximum value was

lower than 10−6. Some additional details are reported in table 1 for the same computations.

There are two main considerations that can be done: first, the scaling is, as expected,

perfectly linear. Notice that, as reported in table 1, the same number of iterations was

needed for all systems. Second, the overall computational overhead introduced by the MMPol

method is, in our implementation, negligible: for each SCF step, the computational time is

increased of only a few seconds. More specifically during, the first SCF cycle, where the MM

charges potential and field are also computed, 10 seconds were spent to deal with the MM

part, including assembling the QM field and potential and the Fock matrix contributions.

If one considers that also the MMPol memory requirements scale linearly with the size of

the system, it is possible to conclude that no practical size limitation is introduced by the
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MMPol model.

Figure 6: Elapsed time (in seconds) as a function of the system size for the various tasks
needed for the solution of the coupled MMPol/ddCOSMO equations using the coupled solver
in conjunction with the FMM.
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In figure 6, we report the elapsed time for the solution of the coupled MMPol/ddCOSMO

equations decomposed in its principal components: computing the dipoles potential at the

cavity (V(dip)), solving the ddCOSMO direct and adjoint equations (ddCOSMO), computing

the ddCOSMO field at the dipoles (E(cav)) and performing a JI/DIIS step (Dipoles). Notice

that each of these actions is performed once per iteration in the iterative procedure to solve

eq. 13: it is then apparent that a coupled MMPol/ddCOSMO computation is a much

heavier task than a MMPol only one, as for each iteration two full ddCOSMO solutions

and two expensive MM/cavity interactions are to be evaluated. Further details are reported

in table 2. However, each task exhibits a perfectly linear scaling with respect to the size

of the system, as well as the overall computational time, also reported in figure 7. Notice

that the small step observed between the third and fourth point in the graph is due to the

increased number of iterations (11 to 12) needed to achieve convergence. The computational
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Table 2: Further details for the computations in figure 6. We denote by M the number
of MM atoms, by Timings the elapsed times in seconds, by Lev(MM) the number of hier-
archical subdivisions of the space for the MM/MM FMM computations and by Lev(Cav)
the counterpart for the MM/Cavity computations and by Nit the number of iterations re-
quired to converge the Polarization equations. V(dip): potential of the dipoles at the cavity,
dd: solution of the ddCOSMO direct and adjoint equations, E(Cav): ddCOSMO field at
the dipoles, Dipoles: Jacobi/DIIS steps, Total: total time for the solution of the coupled
equations.

M Data Timings

Lev(MM) Lev(Cav) Nit V(Dip) dd E(Cav) Dipoles Total

3440 4 6 11 15.07 15.97 14.31 0.34 45.69
6895 5 6 11 29.96 32.36 27.97 0.77 91.06
10261 5 6 11 45.40 48.16 42.16 1.28 137.00
13636 5 6 12 66.77 69.16 62.75 1.89 200.57
17067 5 7 12 83.11 87.64 78.49 2.43 251.67
20543 5 7 12 100.49 103.80 95.67 2.98 302.94
24016 5 7 12 121.03 124.30 113.97 3.42 362.72
27426 5 7 12 138.66 138.69 130.47 3.99 411.81
30908 5 7 12 154.28 153.72 143.35 4.63 455.98
34353 5 7 12 174.58 176.76 159.59 5.10 516.03
37765 5 7 12 188.54 189.72 178.51 5.61 562.38
41157 5 7 12 204.62 209.59 193.64 6.20 614.05
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Figure 7: Total elapsed time (in seconds) for the solution of the coupled MMPol/ddCOSMO
equations as a function of the system size.
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effort required by a MMPol/ddCOSMO computation is, as expected, much larger than for

a MMPol computation: up to roughly ten minutes per SCF step are required to solve the

coupled equations for the largest system. Nevertheless, the overhead is not overwhelming

and computations as large as the one here reported remain feasible on a standard cluster

node, again, also thanks to the linear scaling of the memory requirements. It is interesting

to notice how the MM part represents a negligible portion of the total MMPol/ddCOSMO

cost: this is expected as the MM/cavity terms involve a much larger number of points at

which one needs to evaluate the electrostatic properties and, because of the much smaller

box size needed, requires a much deeper level of boxification with up to seven hierarchical

subdivisions of the space, to be compared with up to 5 for the MM only terms. However, the

major improvement introduced by our implementation is the use of ddCOSMO to solve the

continuum solvation equations: as reported in two recent papers, ddCOSMO is as much as

two to three order of magnitude faster than other existing implementations. Even by using

a state-of-art, FMM based traditional implementation of COSMO,67 the computational cost
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of the coupled MMPol/continuum computation would be largely dominated by the cost of

solving the COSMO equations which, for the largest system here reported, would take several

hours.52

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new implementation of the MMPol model based on the

Fast Multipole Method which achieves linear scaling in computational cost. Furthermore, we

have coupled this new implementation with the recently developed ddCOSMO algorithm for

continuum solvation and used the FMM to compute the MM/Continuum interaction terms

in order to obtain a globally linear-scaling polarizable QM/MM/Continuum code. The FMM

parameters have been calibrated in order to get an optimal compromise between efficiency

and accuracy and the linear scaling regions have been explored and compared with the

standard double-loop implementations. For the MMPol code, the FMM code is faster than

the double-loop one even when medium-large systems (roughly 1000 atoms) are considered;

moreover, the code is in absolute very fast, adding a very limited computational overhead to

a QM/MM computation even for very large systems. Coupled MMPol/ddCOSMO are much

more computationally intensive: the FMM code for the MM/cavity interaction terms be-

comes faster than the standard, double-loop code only for considerably large systems, roughly

beyond 6000-8000 atoms, and the absolute timings are much larger than the ones implied

in a MMPol only computation; this is amply justified by the much larger complexity of the

numerical problem and by the difficult FMM setup. The key ingredient of the coupled code

is, however, the ddCOSMO algorithm itself, which makes very large computations feasible in

reasonable time. While expensive, a three-layered, fully polarizable QM/MMPol/Continuum

computation remains feasible and, for large system and accurate levels of theory for the QM

core, we can expect that the classical portion of the computation will have a limited impact

on the overall computation even for very large MM regions: for the largest system tested in
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this paper, which was composed of more than 40000 MM atoms, roughly 10 minutes were

needed to solve the coupled MM/ddCOSMO equations at the first SCF cycle. We point out

that, by using the dipoles and ddCOSMO quantities computed at a previous SCF cycle as

a guess, the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence is strongly reduced: along

the SCF, the cost of the classical treatment will therefore become smaller and smaller. Nev-

ertheless, the coupled MMPol/ddCOSMO computation remains in absolute expensive, and

further investigation is needed in order to improve its computational efficiency. One possi-

ble way to reduce the cost of both ddCOSMO and the MMPol/ddCOSMO coupling would

be to introduce some coarse-graining in the cavity, for instance by including the hydrogen

atoms in the sphere of the heavy atom they are bounded to: this would simplify the cavity

topology and eliminate a large quantity of spheres without affecting much the precision of

the computation.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first general, linear scaling implementation of a

fully polarizable MM/Continuum embedding scheme to be used in a multiscale approach: our

code, by making large and very large QM/MM(/Continuum) simulations accessible even with

standard computers, extends the range of application of such approaches to large biological

systems and opens the door to future applications that were not possible with existing

implementations.
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